Be_Hold

Storage

Giving people variety and choice
for their spectrum of work activities
helps increase employee performance
and engagement. Be_Hold® modular
storage supports individual needs
through an array of accessories,
personalization, and active storage
options—all in one platform.

Be_Hold storage is a complete solution for
ease of planning and space optimization across
an open floorplate. Its residential warmth and
premium workspace details contribute to inviting
spaces in a global design that ranges from
restrained to expressive.

No Space Goes Unused
Be_Hold allows ease of planning and space compression
in the same coordinating storage system, addressing the
shrinking workspace through a smaller footprint. Like urban
planning, every space and component has a function, making
it easy to leverage vertical space.

Expansive Scalability
Design flexibility transforms work environments.
Our most expansive storage line, Be_Hold
offers scalability for new levels of refinement,
customization, and choice for personal storage.
With matching high-pressure and thermallyfused laminates (HPL and TFL), Be_Hold
provides all the flexibility designers need for
easy specification in a cohesive design.

Designed for Proven Performance
Be_Hold storage is made from glue-and-dowel construction—
built to last, with quality engineering, durability, and customization in space planning. With its minimalistic aesthetic and
broad statement of line, Be_Hold is designed and constructed
as a good investment for the long-term.

Haworth Design Studio
Our international team of designers collaborates
with research and development partners to
create multi-generational products and global
platforms—with regional needs and preferences
in mind.

Design Choices
Be_Hold optimizes the floorplate and addresses people’s
needs. Choose from pedestals, credenzas, lateral files, cabinets,
wardrobes, towers, overheads, and accessories. Dress it up or
down—Be_Hold offers unique designer finishes for extensive
customization capability that meets a range of preferences
and budgets.
Statement of line may vary by global region.

Aligning People and Space for
Optimal Performance
Your people, organization, and facilities are at
the center of everything we do. We help create
spaces that solve for your business needs—
resulting in effective people and efficient use
of real estate.
To learn more, visit haworth.com/be_hold.
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